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These maps constitute a produced work. These maps are copyrighted (c) by OutDoorMaps Ltd
The maps may be used freely for personal use. Redistribution, sale or reuse is not allowed
You may publish screenshots/prints of the maps according to CCBYSA 2.0 as long as you attribute openmtbmap.org respectively www.velomap.org.
Non commercial distribution not asking for any service charge or other charges (also not cost of shipping or cost of hardware) while attributing http://openmtbmap.org or www.velomap.org and explicitely providing the date of map creation is permitted to your friends or family members as long as the redistribution is offline / not as a download. The sale on (online) marketplaces (such as ebay or amazon) or via online or offline shops is explicitly forbidden. Also offering the maps for download on the internet (even when free) if not authorized is explicitly forbidden.

Copyrights:
- Map Data (6*.img and *mdr.img files and mapset.img // Mac OSX all 6*.* files as well as mapset*)
Map data (c) OpenStreetMap and contributors - http://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright. The map data  is made available under the Open Database License::
http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/1.0/.
Thanks to Geofabrik for providing the map data snapshots which I use to create the maps. Thanks to mkgmap and its team for the map compiler used to create the maps!

- Contourlines / DEM (7*.img) The altitude data for the contourlines and the DEM is from varying sources in the following priority (if available):
LIDAR data from open government data and other openly available sources - collected and converted to hgt format by - Sonny - https://data.opendataportal.at/dataset/dtm-austria This data is very very high quality and resolution.
ALOS World 3D30 - between N60° and S60° - https://www.eorc.jaxa.jp/ALOS/en/aw3d30/index.htm
SRTM 1" v3.0  by NASA - very rarely for some tiles missing in ALOS data - also only between N60° and S60°.
Viewfinderpanormas 1" or 3" - above N60° / below S60° as there is no SRTM data nor ALOS or LIDAR Data available - www.viewfinderpanoramas.org
SRTM 3" v3.0 by NASA (very very rarely)

- gmt.exe
Attention: gmt.exe has it's own copyright notice (file: Copyright gmt.exe.txt). gmt.exe is part of gmaptool and can be found here: http://www.anpo.republika.pl/download.html#gmaptool
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